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Preface

ost-disaster reconstruction, disaster management, risk reduction 
and urban resilience form important themes of Silk Cities activi-
ties as the initial geographic focus of Silk Cities is the Middle East 

years of working with reconstruction stakeholders including disaster-af-
fected families during post-disaster urban reconstruction in the historic 
city of Bam, a world heritage site, triggered my doctoral study and further 

Post-crisis city recovery is multidimensional and post-disaster recon-
struction is a manifestation of physical recovery that should facilitate 
other kinds of recovery, including psychological, social and economic re-
covery and enhance future resilience of residents. Nevertheless, even in 
normal situations cities are complex mega-systems and managing them in 
historic contexts is even more complex as it also connects with collective 
memory and layers of history underneath tangible and intangible urban 

complexities and requires understanding layers of complexities from dis-
aster management, urban development and heritage perspectives, their 

-

and open access e-publication by Silk Cities and represents another mile-
stone in its journey.

As acknowledged separately, chapters are based on peer reviewed and 
updated revisions of a selection of papers presented at the 3rd Silk Cit-

Reconstruction, 
-

ty of 

nd
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urban heritage in the Middle East and Central Asia that included a theme 
-

sions at the second conference the need for further discussions and more 

visited 

that, when disaster occurs, it is the city and its residents who bear the 

urban reconstruction and to their role in the multidisciplinary aspects 

the fact that 
Central Asia, enjoyed a rich history of urban life and heritage it made 
sense to take the conference there. 

-
tion together with the Silk Cities printed book on historic cities in the face 

Silk Cities strategy, they are forward looking and aim to set new direc-
tions and to initiate new discussions. Directions set out in this publication 
can be traced further in the printed book. 

What next? 

th inter-

of us all. With social distancing in place and cautionary measures likely 

the context of a global pandemic and beyond is one example. 

Silk Cities continues to engage with both younger and experienced gen-
erations of academics and practitioners and the public who care for and 

-
cern. 

Hope you enjoy the book!
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Introduction

Setting the scene
                                                    

                             jryser@dircon.co.uk

Cities are complex interconnected social, economic, political and ecological systems. 
Dealing with disasters, enhancing resilience and managing urban reconstruction and 
recovery require decision makers to understand these interdependent processes and 

to such explorations by connecting the built environment, heritage and disasters. Disas-
ters referred in this book are twofold. Most of them originate in natural hazards such as 

devastating for the built environment, heritage and most of all society and have to be 
treated accordingly as disasters. 

In practice, urban reconstruction programmes and heritage preservation strategies are 

and political considerations both reconstruction and preservation are undergoing con-
tinuous change driven by material as well as cultural values and priorities. 

In recent decades the way disasters were perceived moved away from being an act of 

-

alongside each other and led to the Sendai Framework which has set the global agenda 

urban recovery, closely linked to future development strategies and the need for resil-

to integrate strategies, measures, and other tools to reduce future disaster risk in the 
-

as maintaining heritage values, are also becoming more prevalent. 



In parallel, cultural heritage studies have also progressed. It is now widely acknowl-

gradually perceived as a dynamic asset for the future instead of a dead weight from the 
-

ings and neighbourhoods to the recognition of the many multi-faceted aspects of urban 

also implied a disciplinary expansion of horizons, with an increasing number of in-

international communities are potentially at risk. An example is Hoi An in Vietnam 

-

Fig.Intro.1 Hoi An, Vientam, a world heritage urban fabric Fig.Intro.2 Flood levels in histor-

-

-
tial for cities and urban development. 

Nevertheless, the global challenge of what to do when historic cities are hit by destruc-
tive incidents prevails, considering that disastrous and destructive incidents in historic 
cities are not waning. Recent examples of cities which have undergone natural disasters 

resembles a vast construction site. Figure 4 presents the scale of damage in the historic 



3

experimentation with innovative approaches to reconstruction and preservation and, in 
particular, of how to balance competing forces and urgent demands in such a context 
of highly complex and uncertain post-disaster situations. Acknowledging the wide and 
diverse range of expectations about how to deal with the historical landscape of a city 

-

-
peting forces and overlapping policies and operations which may are originated from 

the urgent need of bringing together the complexities of post-disaster reconstruction 

-

natural and planned destruction, among them teachers, artists, youths and community 
activists defending their right to their local identity and some of their experiences are 

included in the book.

-
ed to urban disasters and resilience, exploring innovative approaches to the everlasting 
dilemma between reconstruction and preservation in both historical and contempo-

Fig.Intro.3 
-

Fig.Intro.4
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and emotional aspects concerning a broad understanding of heritage, including more 

and preservation. 

argues that they reduce the resilience of a historic urban fabric to disaster. 

A number of chapters address the still prevalent and unresolved dilemma between re-
-

aged historic urban fabric using a broader range of criteria about what to retain, what 
to repair and what to reconstruct. Chapter 4 compares the two opposing methods and 

-
ter 3 uses local heritage to build resilience and deal with complexities of reconstruction, 
arguing that reconstruction is not only about preserving past values, but handing down 
values and contemporary buildings that leave traces of memory to future generations. 
Chapter 5 deals with human-induced destruction by dams planned to submerge existing 

-
cusses a patented design of round structures applied but not realised for the reconstruc-

-
cedures to understand seismic impacts applied to the post-earthquake reconstruction 

with reconstruction methods in Italy but by focusing on a psychological dimension 

just physical objects.  

of a strategy to communicate and disseminate joint actions on cultural heritage sites 

Pakistan, advocating heritage education as a tool of rethinking cities and local areas, 
thereby mobilising civic engagement and heritage activism. 

point to such explorations and indicates directions for future understanding and action. 
It aspires to assist researchers and practitioners alike, among them reconstruction man-

-
ested in bringing together historical and contemporary cases of reconstruction, as well 
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Publishing these experiences in an easily and widely accessible e-book aims to reach 
-

tural as well as material reconstruction. 

References

-

Switzerland.

Heritage? [website] Available at: 

-

Heritage Proceedings of the 
-

Charenton-le-Pont – France, Available from: I-
 



Chapter 1

Whom and whose cultural heritage? 

Mehrnaz Rajabi, Politecnico di Milano, Italy                                               mehrnaz.rajabi@polimi.it

Abstract 

-
cance, and socio-economic values associated with Indian cultural heritage and its con-

local actors involved in the conservation process of such a cultural heritage. 

villages of western -

of the most important fundamentals of traditional Indian life within the ritual of daily 
water collecting. Now these stepwells lost their original functions, they were either 
drastically abandoned or became centres of speculation for the real-estate market tar-

-

as regards their capacity to serve as cultural heritage for their people. 

-
age, and from the conservation of their authenticity, under heavy post-industrialisation 

strategies.

 Stepwell, Cultural heritage, Conservation, Post-industrialisation, Rapid 
urbanisation, Ahmedabad, India



1.1 Introduction  

In India, heritage conservation has mainly focused on the fabric of the monuments or, in 

independence the Archaeological Survey of 
colonial period, has been the sole governmental organisation in India - under the Minis-
try of Culture - with the responsibility of the protection, conservation, and maintenance 
of the listed monuments and sites, already recognised as the monuments and sites of 

of the States are conducting protection and preservation activities for the other protect-
-
-

cation, documentation, protection, and conservation of the Indian unprotected heritage. 

-
-

Conservation 

protected monuments and sites was taking into account the contemporary heritage dis-

-

and the Professionals Working Groups of young professionals “to dialogue, develop and 
advocate appropriate mechanisms, policies and frameworks relating to 

-
grated the contemporary planning system in India with the national economic agendas. 

 development plans with the strong intention 
3 

in Indian cities. More recently the Indian planning system adopted contemporary in-
-

people in the Indian cities and regions through the empowerment of local development. 
-

and programmes for the Government of 
4.

Planning the city for an unpredictable future.
 Ibidem.

3 See: 
-

.
4 See: 



-
grammes in India, it can be argued validly that India has made a long journey of prised 

st century planning and conservation by contextu-
alising, and sensitising the adaptations of these plans, policies and regulations. Never-

bring critically to the light the actual condition of heritage conservation and its role in 

development plans, conservation plans and actions, the process of decision making and 

of conservation in 
stepwells.

Historically speaking, Indian stepwells were a brilliant response to the conditions of 

Indian life when men and especially women founded their principle of social freedom 
-

tense use of a variety of its types could be found in the Gujarat state in the west of India. 

buildings. Gujarat has a semi-arid climate with raining monsoons and a dry season of 
almost half a year. In pre-modern India, stepwells were the strategic infrastructures 
and celebrated architectures with the capacity to store the water collected from the 

the nature of rural India. With the late arrival of modernisation to India, almost all these 
stepwells lost their original function. At present, they are either drastically ignored or, 
on the contrary, their cultural image is used as the centre of speculation for the real-es-

of these stepwells usually near lakes or ponds, and of their vicinity to the new infra-
structures which made their contexts desirable for real-estate investments. 

and architectural settings

5 A.D, during 

Adalaj village, and the Dada Harir Stepwell was constructed by Bai Sri Harira, a lady 
-

ern part of Ahmedabad city. Both stepwells were established in the fusion style be-
tween Hinduism and Islamic periods. Although they were built in the Solanki style 

5



-
ru-Gurjara
were typologically linear subterranean water buildings, with a plain basic structure. 

as the demarcation which led a linear stepped corridor to the underground, reaching 
. In a more detailed view, both stepwells 

introduced the journey into the depth of earth, with pillared multi-storeyed pavilions 

At present, the Rudabai stepwell, its temple, and its small garden and the Dada Harir 

Monuments and Archaeological Sites and 

alteration of the monument, site, or the protected surrounding area can be undertaken 
without the approval of the National Monument Authority and ASI. Both stepwells are 
in a proper consolidated condition and protected by the ASI, which under the Ministry 
of culture is responsible for the excavation, exploration, protection, conservation, and 

In-

the northern periphery of Ahmedabad city of Gujarat State, has recently become one of 

itself acts like a heritage site and a museum. Conversely, having the same historical and 
architectural values the Dada Harir stepwell, located in the city of Ahmedabad near the 

Heritage 

the State Government, decision makers, as well as citizens and local people.

basic structural forms and architectural ability of the one, and the ornateness and rich ornamental designs of 

with the straight stepped corridor and one entrance, Rudabai stepwell can be put in the second category 



Fig.1.1

Fig.1.2 Dada Harir stepwell at 



-
lage, in the outskirts of Ahmedabad city, and the Dada Harir stepwell, located on the 
outer part of the Ahmedabad walled city at the edge of the historical village of Asarwa, 

village and the Ahmedabad walled city were the main exchange points of trade between 
northern cities and southern ports of India, and agriculture was the main occupation 
of the historical villages in western 
British East 
enterprise, focusing primarily on trade and later the erection of the British Indian Em-

 

During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the Ahmedabad district and its histori-

social, economic and political structures, mainly due to the opening of the Bombay, 
Baroda and Ahmedabad city 
“opened up the door of opportunity toward industrialisation of the mill system and the 

labour forces located messily around the mills outside the historical core city around its 

Harir, were once well embedded in their local villages. In contrast, the western side of 
the Sabarmati River where the Adalaj village is located “was still considered as hinter-
land [with] a network of villages located beside water lakes or tanks and agricultural 

accommodating a large number of middle-class cooperative housing societies and ed-
ucational establishments, research institutions and universities. Accordingly, both the 
eastern and western sides of the city witnessed partial agriculture deterioration and 

-
thermore, once the new hydraulic engineering system – a piped system- was introduced 
by the British in 
altered in the whole region. Although “caring for the wells was once a critical commu-

the traditional water structures.  

India-Company 



the introduction of new technologies such as deep bore wells. It transformed not only 
the agricultural watering system forever, but it also changed the pumping system of 
the thirsty industrial district. By overloaded mass drawing of water, the ground water 

-

around the mills – originally inhabited by working class families – gradually accommo-

the water bodies and stepwells such as Dada Harir, as well as backyards of the railway. 
-

istrative capital from th century. 
As a result, the Adalaj village which belonged to the Ahmedabad District was added to 
the 
the geopolitical point between Ahmedabad and Gandhinagar which opened up further 

-

-

one of the “important economic and industrial hubs in 
periphery at regional level “petrochemical and pharmaceutical enterprises, automobile 

-

rapid urbanisation and population growth. 

Ah-
-

formed Ahmedabad into the sixth largest city of -

together in close proximity. A similar condition can be observed around the Dada Harir 
stepwell which is threatened by the degraded backyard of the historic railway, besides 

new hospitals, colleges, schools, shops, temples, and mosques. 



Chapter 3

Local heritage to build resilience 
Arquata del Tronto in the Marche Region

Enrica Petrucci Italy                                   enrica.petrucci@unicam.it

Italy

Italy

Abstract

Recent seismic events have caused extensive damage to cultural heritage in the inland 
areas of the Marche region of Italy, showing the extreme fragility of the territorial 
system, with strong consequences on the economic and social context. In historic 

the peculiar features of the historical system of the central Apennines, mostly un-
known, to identify recurrent types and techniques through which the foundations and 
subsequent development of the buildings were laid. 

In the present research, a methodology is proposed for an evaluation of the resilience 
of historic villages, analysing in particular historical building techniques, to verify their 

both from a technical and an application point of view, considering the historical and 

methodologies is necessary to propose strategies to increase the resilience of historic 
centres. With this purpose, the area of 

the Middle Ages, up to the modern age, in a continuum of life and agro-silvo-pastoral 

conditions.

 Earthquake, Heritage, Resilience, Italy
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3.1 Introduction 

Arquata del 
that began before the seismic events and was carried out in collaboration 

in strong crisis before the seismic events, was analysed, highlighting a series of still 
open questions. For the purpose of imagining a scenario of reconstruction of the 
historical centres that characterise the territory of -
sary to take into consideration the local identity, because this identity and the local 
relations constitute a resource and a source of development, on which to rely when 

activity concerns the aspects inherent in the assets of historical and artistic interest in 
the territory of 
consistency and quality as a basis to propose an abacus of the characterising elements, 

-
tions ranging from consolidation with improvement of buildings to the reconstruction 

-

of these centres before seismic destruction and in their most mature state, as it was 
before the numerous and widespread transformations that have altered their architec-
tural and urban quality over time. 

For many of the destroyed or severely damaged sites, it will be necessary to identify a 
qualitative criterion of reconstruction. In some cases, this means minimum interven-
tions, to improve the accessibility and the security of the context. In other cases, recon-
structions with the same volumes and on identical sedimentary areas are conceivable, 
referring to a repertoire of identity elements. In particular cases, a new volume may be 
proposed, preferring contemporary solutions that open the way for new local devel-
opment while ensuring the preservation of identity values. For those villages that are 
completely destroyed, it is a question of implementing a series of actions for the preser-

new resilience capabilities. 

Recently, in literature there has been a tendency not only to focus on possible risk 

development path. In this sense, the capacity for resilience can be transformed into op-

reference to international strategies for disaster risk reduction, it is necessary to men-
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priorities for action to prevent new and reduce existing disaster risks. It aims to achieve 

engagement of citizens. 

Multiple descriptive statistical techniques were used to analyse the ordinal data. Con-
tent analysis, a form of thematic analysis, was used to identify key challenges, oppor-

-
tiveness of vulnerability reduction systems.

system, with strong consequences on the economic and social context. It is necessary 
to start from an expansive knowledge of the peculiar features of the historical system 
of the central Apennines, mostly unknown, to identify recurrent types and techniques 
through which the foundations and subsequent development of the buildings were laid. 

-
scious reconstruction of the founding characteristics of the places, in order to develop 
new resilient strategies. 

-
vey of the sources, to try to reconstruct the development of the analysed historical 

identifying the parts and elements to be preserved or reintegrated, and those that can 
be transformed and / or reinterpreted. 

-
ing the current state of the selected places. In particular, the historical cadastre “Pio 

-

of Rome, it was possible to consult the original cartographies deposited in the archival 

state of places in history. Most photos were found at the Iconographic Archive of the 
Municipality of Ascoli Piceno. 

that make up the Municipality of 

to assess the extreme vulnerability of the architectural heritage, especially in relation to 
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the vulnerabilities, there are those associated with modern reinforcement interventions 
-

Where possible, the survey was accompanied by a geometric-architectural survey for a 
more in-depth metric and formal knowledge.

before the seismic events, has been analysed, highlighting a series of issue. 

Fig.3.1 

For many of the destroyed or damaged sites, it will be necessary to identify a qualitative 
criterion of reconstruction. Some cases require only minimum interventions to improve 
the accessibility and the security of the context. In other cases, reconstructions with the 
same volumes and on identical sedimentary areas are conceivable, referring to a reper-

preferring contemporary solutions that open the way for new local development while 

Fig.3.2 :



Arquata del Tronto

Arquata del 

situations therefore require the development of a complex and articulated strategy to 

-

through the Middle Ages, reach up to the modern age. All the historic centres have a 

most important building in each of them is the church, whose prevailing typology is 

Fig.3.3 Churches in 



Arquata started with a study of those worthy of particular 

of them was assigned a colour, red for the bound property, yellow for those deserving of 
-

-
dition to the main elements of the architectural heritage there is a set of minor elements 
that are related to local traditions:

a)  this typology has been erected in many cities and towns of Italy in mem-
ory of those who died in the First World War, taking on a value that goes beyond the ar-
tistic form, rich in symbolic meanings largely unknown in traditional monumentalism.

places where people used to wash their clothes or supply 
-

neous planning, closely related to the needs of local communities. For this reason, the 

-
tecture conformed to this need, through the creation of underground cavities but also 

outside through wooden grilles, with inside wooden accessory structures useful for the 

Very peculiar are also the access portals 
homogeneity can be found. In particular, the round-headed portals are very wide-

sandstone. Conversely, new buildings have only a travertine frame, and the geometry 
-

ings, almost all for civic use, which have more articulated geometric forms instead and 
richer architectural features. 

Arquata del 
Tronto

elements, which start from the pre-classical age through to the Roman age, the Middle 

history by substantial seismic events that have contributed to leading to a situation of 



Fig.3.4 Examples of dryers in 

Fig.3.5



th 

shocks were recorded in the area of Norcia and in the Rieti area, among these several 
higher than the 4th grade. In the municipalities of Amatrice and 

Norcia and 

shocks of magnitude over 5 and epicentres located between Montereale, Capitignano 
and Cagnano Amiterno took place.

-
-

historical-artistic value.

of collapsed buildings was carried out, but where evident signs of the oldest nucle-
us remain where new reconstruction was added. Secondly, Vezzano is a small hamlet 
composed mainly of buildings that, although damaged, are still standing and for which 

is impossible to hypothesise an in situ reconstruction for it, despite the fact that positive 
-

trated below to understand how the reconstruction strategy should be measured in this 

3.4.1 Arquata del Tronto (main centre 

heart of the town as the most important city events are held there and it is located be-



Fig.3.6

Currently, the surrounding buildings have been demolished while faint signs of their 

-
oped whose fundamental issue are considered the architectural and urban relationship 
included between pre-existence, although mutilated and fragmented, and new interven-

forms of reconstruction, oscillating between the operations according to “how it was 

Fig.3.7 
:



historically conscious reconstruction of the need for a reinterpretation act, through new 
linguistic codes. More than the abstract preservation or the pseudo-mimetic reproduc-
tion of the pre-existing ones, the path pursued was of a reconstruction of the “civili-

on the ground footprint of the previous volumes, based on the presence of the portals as 
-

Rebuilding without 

Fig.3.8

3.4.2 Vezzano

had been chosen since its medieval foundation to accommodate the direct necessities 
of sustenance of the inhabitants. It is located directly below Arquata and, along with 

condition due to neglect and lack of maintenance.  Vezzano is made up of single-family 
terraced houses with an external staircase with a central portal and an internal stair-



. 

how the building of the hamlet of Vezzano is essentially a historical one, made of mul-
ti-storey buildings and of a collaborative place on the periphery of the built spaces. 

Fig.3.9 

-
ern part of the countryside. In the eastern part, what used to be a fork in the secondary 

with a further portion of building. From the comparison with the recent maps it has 
been possible to give a characterisation of the inhabited area based on the age of the 

elements to understand what the possible critical issues of the buildings are at present 
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Fig.3.10
: authors

Fig.3.11
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-
trances with 

-

Fig.3.12 :

Fig.3.13 
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Windows consist of a single structure supporting architrave, made of sandstone. In cas-
es where the opening was carried out later than that of the construction, there is an 

more representative examples use beams and vaults, with a decorated wrought iron 

out showed a widespread use of local materials, such as sandstone or river pebbles. 
Some elements are arranged in pseudo-regularity of horizontal courses, while there is 

made of more squared and broader stones. No internal ligaments are observed in the 
diatoni

Fig.3.14 :

-
-

however, appears fundamental to the perspective of acting with interventions aimed at 

made for Vezzano aim at maintaining the heritage of the historic centre, repairing it, 
together with seismic damage improvement and redevelopment of the territory through 



Fig.3.15 :

3.4.3 Pescara del Tronto

mountain water that serves the entire province of Ascoli Piceno, can be traced back 

-
tance following the passage of the Salaria, a consular road built by the ancient Romans 
to connect the city of Rome with the Adriatic Sea, generating a commercial channel 

it was then that the inhabitants protected their houses by encircling the small village 

with walls. 

Fig.3.16 



-
cara you cannot see anything, only rubble: a countryside demolished on the night of the 

village in the whole earthquake area of Central 
and cannot be reconstructed due to the geological causes that have determined its 
devastation.

Fig.3.17 : 
-



-

 Most crucially, the reconstruction in the same place is not 
possible due to site instability problems and inevitably Pescara will have to be relocated. 
If we cannot reconstruct in the same place, and we no longer have elements of identity 
that tell the story of the place, the question arises: has a bit of resilience still remained? 

 

3.5 Conclusions

analysed, highlighting the need to take into consideration the local identity as a fun-
damental element on which to rely when a community is facing the consequences of 
a natural disaster. In order to identify the system of signs that a territory recognises as 

-
cal reconstruction and delocalisation. For many of the destroyed or severely damaged 
places, it is necessary to identify qualitative criteria for reconstruction. In some cases, 
they are minimal interventions to improve accessibility and security of the context. 
In others it is possible to hypothesise reconstructions with the same volumes and on 
identical areas of the site by referring to the repertoire of identifying elements. In par-

contemporary solutions that pave the way for new local development while contribut-
ing to safeguarding the identifying characteristics in the small historical centres with 

medieval foundations hit by the earthquake. 
as a series of operations ranging from consolidation with improvement of buildings to 
the reconstruction of collapsed parts. In the strongly damaged or destroyed centres “Re-

new capacities of resilience can appear. 
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